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HIGHLIGHTING FUNDAMENTALS

You have probably used highlighters in textbooks and study notes; but are you getting the most
To learn anything, you must repeat the material. You go over it again - and again -

and again

Don’t do it!
After you have learned about 80% of the material, use a yellow highlighter to mark everything

This highlighting process produces three sections:
* Easy - no highlighting
* Moderately difficult - yellow highlighting
* Difficult - orange highlighting

The closer you get to an exam, the more time you should spend on the orange areas. They are yo

MAGNETISM - AND NOT THE PERSONAL KIND!

A magnetic metal clipboard can be a useful studying tool. If you don’t have one, you can use a

Clip a page of study notes onto the board and use the fridge magnet to cover the answers. If t

Experiment to see how many pages you can clip onto the board at one time before the magnet ref

After exams are finished, you can recycle photocopies or printouts by turning them over and us

Carefully line up a stack of paper. Lay the stack on the edge of a table or desk and set a cou

RESOURCES:
Are you having trouble finding notepad glue? Try an internet search for ’make notepads’.
You don’t have a magnetic clipboard? Try an internet search for ’magnetic clipboard’.
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